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Abstract 

As the demand of electricity is increasing day by day, there is a increment in the shortage of power supplies in 

households. This shortages leads to uneven power cuts in the households. In this paper, we will discuss about a self 

charging luminance bulb for providing luminance, even when there is no power supply, to surrounding that recharges 

itself without using any extra energy source. 
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Introduction 

Light bulbs are extremely common devices that are used around the world on a daily basis for providing a source of 

visible light in a wide variety of locations [1], [2]. Although extremely common, light bulb design and function has not 

significantly advanced in recent years. More specifically, light bulbs are typically designed to draw power from a single 

electrical source such as the common light bulb sockets that are found in most buildings [3]. In order to overcome this 

advantage, a self charging luminance bulb is introduced in this paper. 

 

Working 

The self charging luminance bulb provides with a tungsten filament [4] that emits light rays by taking electric energy 

through an external power source. The emitted light energy converted into electric energy through a solar cell made up 

of transparent material in order to illuminate the surrounding. The transparent solar cell encloses the filament for the 

above purpose. The generated electric energy stored in a batter that mounted at the holding part of the bulb in order to 

laminate the filament whenever there is no power supply. The battery will work as a backup for the bulb that further 

connected to a microcontroller which detects charging status i.e. voltage level of the battery and generates a signal when 

battery charges to a predefined voltage level. These signals transmitted to an alert module that is connected to the 

microcontroller for alerting a user whenever the battery gets fully charged and encompassing a push button used for 

interchanging electric energy from external power source and battery or vice-versa to the filament [5]. 

Result 

The self charging luminance bulb charges itself through the light energy emitted from the filament and thus provides 

luminance when there is no power supply due to power cut or electricity shortages. The self charging bulb also save 

energy as it charges itself from the light energy that emitted from the filament. 
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Conclusion 

In the event that electrical power is lost, most light bulbs are quickly rendered useless for their intended purpose. In 

parts of the world where electrical power is inconsistent or intermittent, the common light bulb does not provide 

adequate lighting means. This problem can be overcome by using the self charging luminance bulb that provides 

adequate luminance even when there is no power supply. Also, the self charging bulb is very costly and energy efficient 

that makes it usable even to the BPL people. 
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